
Ten Top Tips



1. Before you entering data make sure your card or 
notebook is fully prepared for data entry. 

2. Make sure everything is legible, all codes and notes 
are fully explained.

3. Ideally all specimens collected should be 
determined and there shouldn’t be any question 
marks!



1. Enter all the fields except the Taxon & Comment –
and DOUBLE CHECK that they are ALL correct!

(A mistake here can be time-consuming to correct).



2. Use Fields> Lock all valid fields to speed up data 
entry.



3. Use Records > Save Common Settings so they can 
be readily recalled if you accidentally close the 
data entry window. (But sometimes it accidentally 
becomes minimised – not closed.)



4. Using BRC codes is the quickest way to enter 
records. Can also enter using Scientific or Common
names or the 2+3 abbreviation of the Scientific 
name. Always check after pressing Return that the 
full species name is that intended.

2241, Aesculus hippocastanum, Horse-chestnut or Aehip



5. Always press the Return key after typing in a field.

This checks and interprets the entry and if valid, 
moves on to the next field.



6. Learn to use the quick way of entering sites: 

“site@grid_reference” in the site field. 

(But always check that the VC is assigned correctly 
if near the boundary.)



7. Remember to set up validation checks (Records> 
Properties> Validation)  to warn if record is a new 
VC, hectad or tetrad record or new for the 
recorder, or a duplicate.  Remember to tick “Enable 
Taxon Validation” box.



8. Regularly list all records entered so far by pressing 
f5 to bring up a list that matches all valid fields in 
the Data Entry window.



8. If you list the records after entering each column.



8. You can check that the numbers tally. Omission is 
the most common type of error when entering 
records in MapMate.



9. Enter all back-of-record card records first before 
dealing with the more detailed and tricky front-of-
card records



10. Remember to mark your Record card as “entered” 
or if you send it to the Recorder and keep a copy –
note “sent to Recorder”.


